Figure 1: Set Riser Pan on floor or other suitable surface for pouring concrete. Pour concrete up to level of flat ring and insert handle.

Figure 2: When concrete has set, Riser Pan may be cast into septic tank or placed anywhere in the riser column as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 3: To cast Riser Pan in tank, place riser pan on top of tank form with concrete lid in place.

Figure 4: After concrete sets, tank is ready for a water-tight lid or stackable riser (shown in Figure 5).

Figure 5: Riser Pan and concrete lid shown cast into tank with Riser (cutaway) and Riser Lid.

Figure 6: Riser shown cast into tank with Riser Pan, concrete lid, second Riser, and Riser Lid. *Seal with Conseal butyl rope.
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